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CUSTOM ROUND /  COMMERCIAL GRADE



CUSTOM ROUND / 80,000 - 145,000
BTU LISTING

CR3
CR4
CR5

MONTIGO /  CUSTOM ROUND  /  CR430  /  MOUNTAIN TIMBER LOGSET
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Contemporary  
burner system

Selection of premium 
glass media

Available in natural gas  
or propane

Max 145,000 BTU/hr

Options
Campfire logset in 
Mountain Timber or Birch, 
Driftwood and  
Speckled Stones

LED uplighting 
(contemporary burner only)

Halogen downlighting

COOL-Pack or power 
COOL-Pack glass

Intake and flue dampers

On/off remote control 

Custom hoods available

ROUND

THE CENTERPIECE FOR ANY SPACE



MONTIGO  /  CUSTOM ROUND  /  CR430  /  BIRCH LOGSET

MONTIGO  /  CUSTOM ROUND  /  CR430P  /  BIRCH LOGSET  /  DAKOTA DUNES  /  SASKATOON

Features
Finish right to the glass edge with a 
combustible facing such as wood  
or drywall

Commercial grade control panel

Glass diameter and height is fully 
customizable to suit your project needs

Lowest glass temperatures in the industry 
with our patented COOL-Pack technology

Power venting to 500 feet with custom 
termination options available

CSA Certified in Montigo’s on-site lab

Customizations
Capable for outdoor installations

Available as an open unit (no glass)

Intake location can be: bottom or top 

Power vent options include: Roof mount, 
wall mount, flush wall mount, or inline 

Custom sizes are available

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL CONE HOOD

THE CENTERPIECE FOR ANY SPACE



for more inspiration go to
www.montigo.com

1976: The Days  
Before Gas Fireplaces
In 1976, Montigo president and founder, Dan Binzer, 
started installing zero-clearance wood burning fireplaces 
for local builders in Vancouver, BC. Over the years, 
demand grew for a gas alternative, and Dan engineered 
and manufactured the first ever sandpan logset. The 
logset was installed in a zero-clearance wood burning 
fireplaces hell, resulting in one of the first zero-clearance 
gas fireplaces on the market.

1985: Gas Fireplace  
Manufacturing Begins
Demand for gas grew rapidly, especially among multi-
unit developments so Dan Binzer started a company 
called Canadian Heating that would offer full service 
design, engineering and manufacturing for gas fireplaces. 
Under the Montigo brand, Canadian Heating began 
manufacturing and selling a wide selection of zero-
clearance gas fireplaces throughout Canada and in 1985 
development began for the latest and greatest in gas 
fireplace technology – direct venting.

1994: Manufacturing  
Excellence is Achieved
Development and advancement of the gas fireplace 
continued over the years with continual developments 
to improve the efficiency of the fireplaces and perfected 
manufacturing processes to deliver an optimum fireplace 
each and every time – even for completely custom units.

Present: Leading the Way with 
Modern Fireplace Design
As one of the first to bring a linear designed fireplace 
to market, Montigo now offers the largest selection of 
linear fireplaces demanded by designers, architects 
and homeowners wanting to create a modern and 
contemporary space and homeowners wanting to create 
a modern and contemporary space.

Printed in Canada

Some materials used in the manufacturing 
process of this product can expose you 

to Benzene which is known in the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information 

go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov

WARNING

The essential 
element…fire 
creates energy
For over 40 years Montigo has been building 

linear and traditional fireplaces for designers 

of unique and glamorous public spaces.

The goal of the Montigo custom fireplace 

team is to work with architects, designers 

and their clients to incorporate an exclusive 

element of flame that dances and enhances 

your favorite space. With design parameters 

that have virtually no boundaries – if you can 

dream it, we can build it.


